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Introduction to LTG Infra
LTG Infra is a state-owned railway company of Lithuania, responsible for managing country’s
railway infrastructure network, ensuring its safety and development. It is headquartered in
country’s capital city of Vilnius.
LTG Infra aims to become the most efficient railway infrastructure manager in Central and Eastern
Europe. The company aims to position itself as the regional leader by modernizing the railway
infrastructure and maximizing the safety of the railway traffic and providing customers with high quality
services. Most notable projects of LTG Infra include:
•

RAIL BALTICA – a greenfield rail infrastructure project, improving connection between Northern
and Central Europe; catalyst for building the economic corridor in Northeastern Europe

•

VILNIUS–KLAIPĖDA RAILWAY ELECTRIFICATION – electrification of Pan-European corridor IX-B,
which will allow the electric train traffic from the border with Belarus to the port of Klaipėda; a
key strategic objective for the development of the railway sector in Lithuania

Continuing down the path of modernization, LTG Infra now plans to implement the project “Automated
Rolling Stock Control System (RAKS)”, in the scope of which it intends to upgrade the existing rolling
stock control equipment by adding new, previously unused solutions and integrate them into a unified
system.
Consequently, a market sounding prospectus is aimed at exploring available solutions in the market, as a
preliminary step to a public procurement procedure to-be launched in the beginning of the year 2021 by
LTG Infra.
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Market Consultation
This market sounding prospectus (MSP) is a part of market consultation being conducted by LTG Infra.
The document intends to inform potential suppliers of the upcoming procurement plans, provide them
with information about the unmet needs/requirements, and collect insights on their capabilities.
At the end of this MSP potential suppliers will find a questionnaire. The purpose of the questionnaire is
to obtain additional information on the market possibilities. The information obtained will be used in
the preparation of project procurement documents.
We ask you to provide answers in free-form by 25/11/2020 to the questions listed in the questionnaire.
Answers can be submitted by email, justas.baranauskas@litrail.lt, or via the CPV IS system (see the link
below).
The consultation is not a public procurement notice or a prior public procurement notice. With the
market consultation, participants are not invited to compete for the public procurement contract,
however on the basis of the received information, future procurement will be planned. In any case, the
results of the market consultation will not be tailored to a specific supplier.
No competent entity will be given priority over others, for example by providing more information than
others.
Consultation participants will not be communicated to in a way that would give an advantage to any
participant, group of participants or other competent entity.
Consultation participants provide consultations free of charge. No costs are reimbursed to the
participants in the consultation. The information obtained during the market consultations, without
breaching the requirements of the Law on Public Procurement, will be used in making decisions on the
organization and execution of procurement.

We have created a dedicated webpage for this market consultation where suppliers or interested
parties can find all the relevant information: https://www.mobilitytech.lt/raks

Link to the market consultation announcement in the CVP IS System (Lithuanian public procurement
portal): https://cvpp.eviesiejipirkimai.lt/Notice/Details/2020-665066
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Background Information: As-Is System
LTG Infra operates a number of rolling stock control and monitoring solutions (subsystems). These
subsystems together form the RAKS (Lithuanian abbreviation for automated rolling stock control
system) system. Each of these subsystems have a corresponding subsystem code. The terminology to be
used in the document is summarized in the table below.

Figure 1

The RAKS system, currently operated by LTG Infra, consists of three subsystems:
•
•
•

Dynamic Weighing (RAKS-1), measuring weigh-in motion of each rolling stock
Wheel Impact Load Diagnostics (RAKS-5), detects geometrical and running surface defects which
have an adverse effect on contact forces between the wheel and the running rail
Hot Box and Hot Wheel Detection (RAKS-4)

Apart from these subsystems, two more subsystems are operated, the control function of which is not
integrated with the RAKS system:
•
•

Commercial Inspection and Rail OCR Solution, scans freight wagon numbers and allows visually
assess the overall condition of the rolling stock
Gauge Measurement

The rolling stock monitoring subsystems currently in operation are outdated, inefficient and do not meet
the needs of freight operators/railway undertakers and infrastructure safety requirements. Their level
level of interoperability and centralized data management is insufficient. Figure 2 provides an overview
of the as-is system and its unmet needs that creates the need for system’s modernization.
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Dynamic Weighing
(RAKS-1)

Subsystem shortcomings:
•
•
•

Accuracy: 20%
Wheel Impact Load
Diagnostics
(RAKS-5)

Insufficient coverage - additional check points are required
Long restoration time - in case of weighing rail failure, it must be removed which causes
traffic breaks as production of the replacement may take up to 6 months
Low level of flexibility - the introduction of new rolling stock into the system can only be
done by the system manufacturer, calibration needs to be performed annually with a
special device

Subsystem shortcomings:
•
•
•

•

Insufficient coverage - additional check points are required
Sensitivity to electromagnetic forces resulting in unstable operation on electrified
sections
Long restoration time in the event of failure - sensors are glued to rails which is a long
process that is impossible in low temperature or high humidity conditions
Does not perform dynamic weighing, therefore a separate subsystem must be operated

Accuracy: 60%
Hot box and Hot
Wheel Detection
(RAKS-4)

Subsystem shortcomings:
•
•

Insufficient coverage - additional check points are required
Inability to differentiate between axle boxes with cassette bearings (30% of all rolling
stock) from axle boxes with conventional roller bearings – cassette bearings have higher
operating temperature resulting in false alarms

Accuracy: 80%
Commercial
Inspection and Rail
OCR Solution

*The solution inspects condition of wagons (roof, walls, doors, seals, etc.) and cargo in open
rolling stock by providing 3D image; carries out number identification of freight wagons

Subsystem shortcomings:
•
•

Accuracy: 54%

Gauge
Measurement

•
•
•

Insufficient coverage - additional check points are required
Low level of reliability - the percentage of wagon numbers recognized is not sufficient,
often influenced by number print and direction of sunlight
Does not recognize ID numbers of containers
Long restoration time – the system components are no longer in production
Not fully automated or integrated – no link to dynamic weighing and gauge control

*Current solution uses a stretched wire for gauge control. In case of gauge violation, the wire is
severed
Subsystem shortcomings:

Accuracy: 30%

•
•
•
•
•

Insufficient coverage - additional check points are required
Complex identification of gauge violation area – the system only identifies if the gauge
was exceeded - not the exact area
Long restoration time in case of gauge violation as the severed wire must be replaced
Upper gauge is not controlled on the electrified sections
When a train is running on an irregular track on (double-track), gauge is not controlled
Figure 2
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Target State: To-Be System
The vision for the new RAKS system is a unified and geographically optimized solution that is managed
centrally. The system will consist of 6 diagnostics subsystems integrated together though a central
management software (CMS) solution, ensuring greater reliability of rolling stock control and rail traffic
safety. Figure 3 below summarizes each of the 6 diagnostics subsystems that LTG Infra intends to
procure, and a CMS solution.
Dynamic Weighing
(RAKS-1)

No. of units to be procured

Accuracy: 95%
Description:
The subsystem shall be able to perform dynamic weighing
of all rolling stock, both when full and empty. The system
shall be able to perform on electrified tracks and withstand
electromagnetic forces.

Key data generated:
•
•
•

Rolling stock load (dynamic weighing)
Loading imbalance
Axle/wheel load

Pantographs Diagnostics
(RAKS-2)

No. of units to be procured

Accuracy: 95%

Key data generated:
•

Description:
The system will perform pantograph diagnostics of electric
traction rolling stock to prevent damage to catenary. It shall
provide 3D images of pantograph and its components, as
well as visual footage of damaged area.

•
•
•
•
•
•

The system shall generate and transmit to the CMS
database the following data:
Pantograph carbon strip damage/vertical crack (mm)
Pantograph carbon strip erosion width (mm)
Pantograph carbon strip abrasion width and depth
(mm)
Pantograph carbon strip thickness (mm)
Pantograph displacement and lift force (mm; N)
Pantograph tilting angle

Commercial Inspection and Rail OCR Solution
(RAKS-3)

No. of units to be procured

Accuracy: 95%
Description:
The system will perform inspection of rolling stock and
identify rolling stock as well as transported container
numbers. It shall provide video footage of rolling stock for
effective monitoring of the condition of wagons and
containers. It shall also provide rolling stock and container
ID numbers readings.
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Key data generated:
•
•

Visual footage of the top and both sides of rolling stock
Rolling stock contained ID numbers

Hot box and Hot Wheel Detection
(RAKS-4)

No. of units to be procured

Accuracy: 95%
Description:
The system will monitor temperature measures of axle
boxes, locked wheels and rails. Sensors shall be installed in
or on special metal railroad ties and monitor temperature
for each axle box from both sides. Sensors shall also be able
to differentiate between cassette and roller axle box
bearings.

Key data generated:
•
•
•
•
•

Absolute axle box temperature
Relative axle box temperature
Left / right axle temperature difference
Absolute wheel/brake disc temperature
Track temperature

Wheel Impact Load Diagnostics
(RAKS-5)

No. of units to be procured

Accuracy: 95%
Description:
The system shall detect geometrical and running surface
defects which have an adverse effect on contact forces
between the wheel and the running rail.

Key data generated:

•

Dynamic force impact on track at 80 km/h

Gauge Measurement
(RAKS-6)

No. of units to be procured

Accuracy: 95%
Description:
The system shall generate 3D images of rolling stock gauge
violations. It shall have two alarm levels for structure gauge
violations (minimum clearance outline) and load gauge
violations. System performance shall be independent of
environment or weather conditions.

Key data generated:
•
•
•

3D image of rolling stock
3D image of gauge compliance
Visualization of gauge exceedance area

Central Management Software (CMS)

The central management software (CMS) will integrate all 6 rolling stock control solutions. It will intercept their readings
and alarm notifications. Its secondary functionality will be monitoring the condition of the diagnostics equipment itself. It
shall provide users with display of the system map and technical condition of the monitoring checkpoints.
The CMS solution will be deployed in Hybris Cloud and through an integration platform it will exchange data with the rest
of the company’s IT infrastructure. It shall provide for interface with third-party software and integrate data generated by a
third-party software.
The CMS solution shall have analytics capability. It shall be able to track the condition of rolling stock components as rolling
stock passes through checkpoints (e.g. axle box temperature change).
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Figure 3

Figure 4 shows a preliminary layout of subsystems for the new RAKS system, providing the required
density to ensure optimal safety for rail traffic.

Figure 4
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Procurement
After completing the market consultation and having finished technical specifications the 6 RAKS
subsystems and the CMS solution, that reflect the latest market developments and capabilities of
suppliers, LTG Infra intends to begin the procurement process. It is planned to announce the public
procurement in the beginning of 2021
The company intends to run a single tender, divided into multiple lots (parts of contract) for different
automated rolling stock control subsystems and a central management software (CMS) solution to
integrate them. The procurement of dynamic weighing and wheel impact load subsystems will be
combined into a single lot. The current intended procurement structure is displayed in Figure 5.

Figure 5

Suppliers may bid (individually or through a joint venture) for the whole contract (all 6 lots – the whole
solution), a combination of several lots, or a single lot (partial solutions). In any way, each lot will have a
separate contract, thus, when bidding for the whole solution or any multiple lots, it is required that
combinations of lots would be priced separately for different parts of the tender. LTG Infra intends to
announce the contract (or parts of the contract) award by August 2021. The completion of the project is
expected by the end of 2023.
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Informative workshop of market consultation
LTG Infra is seeking expressions of interest from suppliers and registration to attend a virtual supplier
event on 19 November 2020 for approximately 1.5 hours. During the informative workshop of market
consultation LTG Infra will explain each system in more detail, will go through the tender process and
will talk about online survey questions. It is expected that suppliers can contribute to currently
outstanding questions to get better understanding about possibilities in the market. The online event
will be followed by Q&A session at the end.

Organisations wishing to express interest to attend virtual workshop of market consultation should
register via the following link:
https://bit.ly/ltg-raks-registration

The virtual workshop of market consultation is planned on 19 November 2020 at 14:00 (CET). The link to
virtual workshop will be sent out to register organisations before the event.
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Questionnaire for Suppliers
Below are the questions we kindly ask you to answer.
Answers and any inquiries regarding additional information for the preparation of the answers can be
submitted by e-mail justas.baranauskas@litrail.lt or via the CPV IS system.
Question
1. Which of the subsystems and/or software/information system do you intend to
offer for the tender of RAKS? Could you provide descriptions/key specifications of
your proposed equipment?

Topic
Various

2. What software/information system could you offer to unify the RAKS system
solution?

CMS

3. Is your software (application) a central management software (CMS) solution that
can store data from different diagnostic systems (subsystems)? Can it collect data
from different diagnostic systems (subsystems)? If so, could it integrate diagnostic
systems (subsystems) from different manufacturers? What are the requirements
for diagnostic systems? Do you see any challenges to integrating systems CMS?
How would you suggest managing them?

CMS

4. Does your software store data from different diagnostic systems (hardware)
regardless of the manufacturer? What are the requirements for diagnostic systems
and their transmission signals to the CMS?

CMS

5. Is your software an existing solution (commercial off-the-shelf)? Is it a solution
tailored to a specific order?

CMS

6. What are the requirements for your software (application)?

CMS

7. What data formats, protocols, and methods could be used to send data from
sensor controllers to a central DB? What solutions can be used at the sensor
controller level?

Various

8. What is the recommended/default period for sending diagnostics data to the
central database? How is the data transfer confirmation procedure implemented?

Various

9. Given that the planned RAKS solution would use the Contracting Authority’s data
network and services, and the RAKS components will be distributed in RAKS check
points, stations, Private DC, cloud (or SaaS), please advise how the data network
should be organized.
What are the network requirements (WAN, Internet) for your solutions (e.g.
bandwidth, latency, availability)? What data flows need to be anticipated when
planning a data transmission network?
What are the requirements for a control network LAN? (e.g. number of SW ports,
type of ports)?

Various

10. Currently, an increasing share of the rolling stock contains axle boxes with cassette
bearings. The operating temperature of such axle boxes is higher than that of
conventional axle boxes with roller bearings. Since the existing equipment cannot
distinguish axle box types, this results in false alarms generated for wagons with
cassette bearings

RAKS-4
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Does your proposed hot box and hot wheel detection (RAKS-4) equipment
have/can implement algorithms that allow to distinguish axle box types (with
cassette or roller bearings) without human intervention and to set different
temperature allowance levels accordingly?
11. The existing gauge measurement system uses a stretched wire. In case of gauge
violation, the wire is severed and an alarm signal is generated. The wire gauge
control cannot be adjusted, i.e. one level of gauge violation is determined.
The rolling stock gauge, controlled according to standing instructions, is defined by
a complex line (see diagram at the end of the questionnaire). Can your proposed
gauge measurement subsystem detect gauge violations exactly by the definition
line (except for the lower gauge), including the upper gauge in electrified sections?
Does/can the proposed subsystem have one or more levels of gauge violation
detection? If more, are there any limitations to violation levels?
Within what limits and how many levels can be set for lateral gauge violation, as
measured from the road axis?
Within what limits and how many levels can be set for upper gauge violation, as
measured from the rail head?
Does/can your proposed subsystem have a lower gauge violation control function?
If so, how many levels can be set and within what limits?

RAKS-6

12. In some rail sections it is planned to install several subsystems (RAKS-2, RAKS-3,
RAKS-6) in a single check point, the outdoor equipment of which is installed on
portal structures. LTG is considering the possibility of installing outdoor equipment
of different subsystems on the same portal structures in such check points.
Have you had experience installing outdoor equipment of more than one
subsystem on the same portal structure (e.g. RAKS 2, RAKS 3, RAKS 6)? Please
confirm that the same portal constructions can be fitted with outdoor equipment
of another subsystem from another manufacturer in addition to the one offered by
you. If not, please justify why.
Please also indicate the main parameters of the outdoor equipment (weight,
quantities, required dimensions of the portal, installation locations on the portal,
requirements for access to the equipment), general requirements for these portal
structures and provide installation drawings of your proposed outdoor equipment
to identify areas, which must not be affected by any other equipment or structure
that prevents the subsystem from performing its assigned function.
Would it be preferable to you to install the portal structures yourself in the places
where only the outdoor equipment of your proposed subsystem will be installed on
the portal structure, or would you like the Contracting Authority to do so? I.e.
which is preferable to you: delivering a turnkey project or only your
part/equipment/software?
If the portal structures were installed by your company, would you agree to the
installation of outdoor equipment of other suppliers' subsystems on these
structures?

Various

13. In some railway sections it is planned to install not one, but more subsystems, in
some check points up to five. In such check points, LTG plans to install the
equipment of all subsystems in a single room/space. As standard, this would now

Various
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be a metal container with an internal dimension of about 4x2, 5x2.5 m, containing
all the equipment of the subsystems to be installed together with the power supply
automation panel, uninterruptible power supply (UPS), heating, cooling and other
necessary equipment.
Please confirm that not only yours but also equipment offered by another
manufacturer may be installed in the same container. If not, please justify why.
Please also indicate the main requirements of your proposed equipment to be
installed in the container (dimensions, climatic requirements, layout requirements,
access restrictions, etc.). This information would help to determine more precisely
the required size of the equipment room.
14. Please indicate the power inputs required to power the subsystem you supply.
Please indicate separately the power required to power the equipment from the
UPS in the event of an external power failure.
This information is needed to calculate the required mains power at newly installed
RAKS check points.
Would you wish to install the required power supply yourself, or would you like to
have it installed by the Contracting Authority?
If more than one subsystem is installed in a single RAKS check point, would you
prefer installing UPS for your supplied subsystem separately, or would you prefer to
use UPS that other to be installed subsystems will use?

Various

15. The premises of each RAKS post will be equipped with a security and fire alarm and
electrical input with an automatic transfer switch (ATS). Does the equipment you
offer have the ability to integrate these devices and other signals (door opening,
etc.) into a common data transmission equipment and transmit them in real time to
a common database?

Various

16. Does your RAKS-3 subsystem have a developed image analysis tool. i.e. assess the
position of the rolling stock components (doors or hatches) (open, half - open,
etc.)?

RAKS-3

17. Does your RAKS-3 subsystem have the ability to obtain visual footage of the lower
section of the rolling stock, withstanding any weather conditions in Lithuania?

RAKS-3

18. Can the software you offer also perform scheduled maintenance planning functions
(i.e. assess the condition of RAKS equipment, including sensors, and provide
recommendations for their maintenance / replacement?

CMS

19. It is planned to install RAKS-3 subsystems not at stations or the surrounding areas,
but further away, at railway sections where trains run at normal speed. Therefore,
please indicate the maximum speed of freight trains your proposed RAKS-3
subsystem is designed for.

RAKS-3

20. What protocols can RAKS CMS solution use to exchange data with third-party
applications? Is there a standard API offered/already used? Provide examples if so.

CMS
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Figure 6: Rolling Stock Gauge S and SP Instructions
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